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Phase change materials (PCMs) have emerged as promising materials for latent heat storage due to their

characteristic solid–liquid phase transition behavior during the melting and cooling process. Among

them, organic phase change materials are commonly used in latent heat storage. Herein, new phase

change self-assembled micelles (PCSM) demonstrated thermal-based phase transition properties. Silver

nanoparticles were employed as an additive to improve the thermal properties of the shape-stabilized

composite PCSM. The surface morphology and microstructure, general thermal properties and heat

adsorption and release behaviors of the samples were characterized with the aid of TEM, SEM, OM, DSC,

TGA and DLS techniques. The DSC curve showed that the latent heat adsorption and temperature, heat

capacity and thermal reliability of the composite PCSM improved upon the addition of Ag NPs. The TGA

curves demonstrated that the presence of Ag NPs increased the onset decomposition temperature and

the peak weight loss temperature. PCSM demonstrated low thermal conductivity, whereas the

composite PCSM showed better thermal conductivity. This study provides new insight into the promising

preparation of healable composite PCMs and their application in thermal energy storage.
1. Introduction

Phase change materials (PCMs) have attracted considerable
attention in the eld of energy storage/release due to their
diverse potential applications such as heat transfer media,1

intelligent buildings,2 and energy storage technologies.3 This is
because PCMs have desirable characteristics including suitable
melting temperatures, negligible supercooling through phase
change, outstanding phase transition behavior, high heat
storage capacity and non-toxicity.4,5 PCMs are categorized as
organic PCMs and inorganic PCMs, regardless of their chemical
structure. Organic PCMs mainly include higher fatty acids,
paraffin, polyolen, and polyethylene glycol, which have
advantages compared to inorganic PCMs including minor
corrosion, less prone to phase separation and good xed
molding.6 However, the utilization of organic PCMs for thermal
energy storage has several drawbacks due to their thermal
instability, low latent heat per unit mass, supercooling, low
thermal conductivity, and seepage during solid–liquid phase
transition,7 which hinder their practical applications. In this
case, xing organic PCMs in spherical nanomaterials to
synthesize shape-stable phase change materials is an effective
way to solve the above-mentioned problems. To achieve the best
shape-stable phase change materials, it is usually important to
prepare composite phase change materials by mixing pure
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PCMs with additive chemicals, which enhance the strength and
eliminate the drawbacks of PCM. One of the factors affecting
the thermal performance of latent heat storage systems is the
low thermal conductivity of most PCMs.8 The low thermal
conductivity of PCMs results in materials having low heat
charge and discharge efficiency during melting and solidica-
tion processes. Thus, to overcome the above-mentioned limi-
tations, organic PCMs are oen mixed with thermal
conductivity enhancers or packed into a thermally conductive
matrix.9 Accordingly, improving the heat exchange rate perfor-
mance of PCMs is a crucial parameter in terms of efficiency and
economy. A typical and signicant behavior of PCMs is the
change in their physical state from solid to liquid and vice versa
during the melting and solidication process without a chem-
ical change. Leakage from the liquid state of PCMs also has
a major impact on their practical application. Thus, PCMs are
protected by dispersing them in materials that block the
seepage process from the polymer network structure, protecting
against the excessive heat that attacks the PCM.10 In addition,
additives are also used as shape-forming and thermal stabi-
lizers of phase change materials. There are many possible
strategies to improve the heat storage performance, thermal
stability and reliability, heat density and conductivity of phase
transition properties,11 and prevent the leakage of PCMs such as
increasing their surface area, dispersing high-conductive addi-
tives and fabrication of micro-sized and nano-sized PCM
composites.12 A wide variety of additives has been dispersed in
PCMs to improve their thermal properties, such as metals
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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(nickel, copper, and silver),13,14 alloys,15 metal oxides (CuO and
SiO2),13,16 carbon-based 2D materials,17,18 and ceramic materials
(BN, WSe2 and MoS2).19–21 Additives are receiving attention for
the fabrication of composite PCMs for energy storage tech-
nology due to their unique characteristics such as large specic
surface area, diverse applications, and stable structure. In
thermal energy storage systems, additives will increase the
thermal conductivity but slightly reduce the latent heat during
the melting and cooling cycle because they are not involved in
the phase change reversibility. Hence, researchers have been
working on balancing the thermal conductivity and latent heat
of composites. Metallic particles including copper, silver,
aluminum and nickel have been widely studied for improving
the heat storage of PCMs as result of their high thermal
conductivity. It has been reported that incorporating paraffin
into metallic bers provides an improvement in the heat
transfer and effective thermal conductivity of the PCM
composite with an insignicant reduction in its latent heat
capacity.22 Copper nanoparticles with a size of 20 nm were
blended in paraffin wax to prepared PCM composites. It was
found that the addition of Cu increased the thermal conduc-
tivity of paraffin. Cu NPs were also used as a nucleation agent to
decrease the supercooling process in the phase transition.
Porous composite PCMs containing copper and nickel exhibi-
ted increased thermal conductivity compared to PCMs.23

Composite PCMs can be prepared via various method such
as phase inversion-assisted vacuum impregnation and solution
encapsulation method. Furthermore, composite phase change
materials can self-assembly into shape-stable solid–liquid
phase reversible materials via impregnation under vacuum at
100 °C for 15 min to eliminate bubbles and excess moisture
contained in samples. Impregnation is also employed to
incorporate PCMs in other supporting materials. For example,
copper oxide microparticles served as a ller to improve the
shape-stability and thermal performance of composite PCMs,
which were prepared via simple vacuum impregnation. Wang
et al. incorporated copper bers in paraffin to improve the heat
energy transfer efficiency of a PCM and reported that the
thermal conductivity of the PCM composite was better without
a large decrease in latent heat capacity. Silver metal was applied
as a thermal stability additive in composite PCMs, greatly
increasing the thermal transfer and thermal properties such as
reliability, stability and shape-forming ability of the composite
materials.22,24 Moreover, silver is commonly considered
a biocompatible nanoparticle in human and animals. The
addition of silver can not only improve the thermal stability,
biocorrosion, cooling, conductivity, and resistance of composite
phase change materials but also minimize the instability or
aggregation of nanomaterials during the DSC heating/cooling
thermal cycle.25 In the preparation of composite organic
PCMs, due to the high contact surface area of additives and high
capillary, they can transfer heat to the absorbent of PCMs very
well, and thus avoid liquid leakage.23,26 Therefore, due to the
properties of silver, it is selected as an additive dispersed in
PCMs to improve the thermal properties of the composite.
Then, silver nanoparticles are synthesized via an in situ
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
reduction strategy and encapsulated via phase change self-
assembled micelles (APPG).

In this study, phase change self-assembled micelles (PCSM)
were synthesized using adenine and polypropylene glycol dia-
crylate (PPGDA) through a Michael addition reaction. Phase
change self-assembled micelle difunctional oligomers contain-
ing nucleobases can hierarchically self-assemble in water into
nanosized spherical micelles and enable controlled drug carrier
and release, bio imaging, and cellular uptake, and thus used in
chemotherapeutic application in vitro. These supramolecular
phase change materials possess excellent properties such as
non-corrosiveness, biocompatibility, non-toxicity, hydrophi-
licity, and degradability. However, to the best of our knowledge,
there is no report on the chemical structure, surface
morphology, thermal-based phase transition behavior, thermal
properties, latent heat adsorption and releasing properties of
phase change supramolecular micelle and silver nanoparticle
composites. CPCSM (APPG/Ag) was prepared using silver
nanoparticles as the core material and hierarchal-layered PCSM
as the shell or carrier to further improve the thermal/shape
stability and thermal conductivity of CPCSMs. The structure
and morphology change (FTIR, OM, SEM, DLS, and HRTEM),
solid–liquid phase reversibility properties and latent heat
storage parameters (DSC, TD-FTIR) of the supramolecular
phase change material composites were explored and analyzed
in detail. The excellent thermal stability, phase change prop-
erties, thermal reliability and thermal conductivity were attrib-
uted to the addition of silver nanoparticles to PCSMs, forming
regenerated hierarchal-layered microsphere micelles. The
latent heat of crystallization, crystallization temperature, latent
heat of melting, melting temperature, degradation temperature,
heat capacity, super cooling properties and thermal state
reversibility properties were studied during changes in the
material from the solid state to the liquid state. Based on the
obtained results, the composite PCSMs have wide application in
thermal energy storage and thermal management systems.
2. Experimental
2.1. Preparation of phase change self-assembled micelles
(PCSMs)

The new phase change self-assembled micelles, which were
denoted as adenine bifunctional polypropylene glycol (A-PPG),
were synthesized using adenine and polypropylene glycol dia-
crylate (PPGDA) by slightly modifying the synthesis procedure
described in the previous work.27 APPG was self-assembled in
into nanosized spherical micelles via hydrogen bonding
attraction force between the adenine moieties.
2.2. Preparation of composite phase change self-assembled
micelles (CPCSMS)

The composite phase change material was prepared using the
phase change self-assembled micelles and silver nitrate via
a solution encapsulation method. A solution of A-PPG was
prepared by dissolving dried A-PPG in tetrahydrofuran, then
silver nitrate was added and the mixture was sonicated for 3 h at
RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 27624–27633 | 27625
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25 °C and poured onto glass plates to form pristine powder.
Subsequently, the powder was heated in an oven for 12 h to
eliminate volatile impurities and solvent. The synthetic route is
shown in Fig. 1.
2.3. Characterization methods

Fourier transform infrared (TD-FTIR) spectroscopy measure-
ments were performed using a PerkinElmer Spectrum Two
system (PerkinElmer, Buckinghamshire, U.K.) in the wave-
number range of 4000–600 cm−1. High-resolution tunneling
electron microscopy (HRTER), eld emission scanning electron
microscopy (FE-SEM) and optical microscopy (OM) were per-
formed to analyze the size, microstructure and morphology of
the phase change materials. Differential light scattering
measurement was conducted to determine the size of the
spherical micelle phase change materials. A Q-20 DSC instru-
ment (New Castle, DE, USA) was used to study the latent heat,
phase transition behavior, and latent heat temperature. Test
samples (ca. 10 mg) were weighed and sealed in an aluminum
sample pan and scanned in the temperature range of −70 °C to
130 °C at a heating and cooling rate of 10 °C min−1. Accelerated
thermal cycling testing was conducted in a high-low
Fig. 1 Procedure for the preparation of CPCSM.
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temperature chamber to evaluate the thermal reliability of the
phase change materials. The tests were conducted for 100
consecutive heating/cooling scan cycles at a heating rate of 10 °
C min−1. A TGA Q500 thermogravimetric analyzer (Q500-
0743TGA) was used to the test thermal stability and decompo-
sition resistance of the samples. A platinum pan was loaded
with ca. 5 mg of sample material and heated from room
temperature to 900 °C at a ramp rate of 10 °C min−1 under
a nitrogen atmosphere. The weight loss was recorded as
a function of temperature. The thermal conductivity of the
samples was analyzed using a thermal conductivity meter.
Particle size and particle size distribution were determined
directly using a Nano Brook 90Plus PALS (Brookhaven Instru-
ments Corp., Holtsville, NY, USA).
3. Results and discussion

Microscopy methods were applied to characterize the
morphology and microstructure of PCSM and CPSCM. The
high-resolution OM image in Fig. 2a shows the morphological
surface of CPCSM, which has a microcapsule like structure. The
microcapsules possessed a hierarchical-layered spherical shape
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 2 Optical microscopy image (a) and SEM image (b) of PCSM. HRTEM image of Ag nanoparticles (c) and composite PCSM (d).
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with a size in the range of 115.32 nm to 205.98 nm, which is
consistent with the DLS results (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2b obviously shows a self-assembled spherical micelle
morphology on the silicon wafer and the size of the PCSM
micelles was determined by measuring the diameter of the
micelles. The measured size of the micelles was found to be in
the range of 56 nm to 95 nm, which is consistent with the TEM
results. The synthesized polymer containing nucleobases was
responsible for the spontaneous self-assembly into nanosized
spherical micelles, which are applicable for nanoparticle
encapsulation, bio imaging, controlled drug delivery and
thermal energy storage. The possible strategy for the formation
of micelles is intramolecular hydrogen bonding between
nucleobases.28 The HR-TEM image in Fig. 2c shows the
appearance of spherical Ag nanoparticles, which are uniformly
deposited on the substrate and the size of the metallic ller is in
the range of 10.34 nm to 18.01 nm. As shown in the HR-TEM
image in Fig. 2d, the composite PCSM nanomaterial formed
from Ag NPs and phase change supramolecular polymer
possessed a spherical morphology (Fig. 1). The black circle
region indicates the decomposed organic framework of the
composite. The PCSM nanomaterial encapsulated the metallic
ller and its diameter increased. The microcapsule encapsu-
lated the silver nanoparticles, and the encapsulation efficiency
was 82.65%. This further implies that the A-PPG chains tended
to form layer-by-layer micro- and nano-sized materials through
the intermolecular hydrogen bonds between adenine moie-
ties.29 The polymeric chain, pendant group of the adenine ring
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
system, amine, imine, and carbonyl reaction-responsible
groups have the tendency to encapsulate silver by electrostatic
interaction, oxidation/reduction, or electron transfer reaction
mechanism.27 The synthesized nanosized micelles demon-
strated phase transition behavior towards small temperature
changes, making them useful for heat energy storage applica-
tions. The micelles were formed by dimerization, and then the
self-assembly of APPG via intermolecular hydrogen forces.30

Further, differential light scattering (DLS) measurement was
conducted to realize the size of the samples in aqueous solution
at different concentrations. The size distribution for 2.5 mg
mL−1 aqueous solution of synthesized pure nanomaterial is
shown in Fig. 3a, where the size of the PCSM micelles at the
concentration of 1.5 mg mL−1, 2.5 mg mL−1, and 5.0 mg mL−1

are 135.12 nm, 160.67 nm and 182 nm, respectively. Fig. 2b
shows that most of the CPCSM nanoparticles have a dimeter of
135 nm at 2.5 mg mL−1. The size measured with FE-SEM and
TEM was somewhat smaller than that from DL, which may be
due to the dehydration of water from the micelles as result of
drying or spin coating sample on the silicon wafer.

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) was used to charac-
terize the thermal properties of PCSM and CPCMs such as
phase reversibility, supercoiling degree, specic heat capacity,
latent heat, and phase transition temperatures of heat ow in
the materials.

The DSC curves of the samples and the corresponding
detailed latent heat and thermal properties are revealed in Fig. 3
and Table 1, respectively. PCSM exhibited a sharp melting and
RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 27624–27633 | 27627



Fig. 3 (a) Size of PCSM at different concentrations and (b) size distribution of PCSM as a function of intensity.
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solidication peak with strong intensity, as shown in Fig. 4a and
b, respectively. The heat of enthalpy is one of the crucial factors
of PCSMs to store heat energy of endothermic and exothermic
equilibrium reaction, which is established during melting and
freezing of PCSMs as a critical indicator their phase transition
reversibility behavior. The onset melting temperature (Tmo),
peak melting temperature (Tpm), and nal melting temperature
(Tmf) during DSC heat ow of melting PCSM were 87.80 °C,
110.47 °C, 119.75 °C, respectively. The onset crystallization
temperature (Tco), peak crystallization temperature (Tpc), and
nal crystallization temperature (Tcf) during the DSC cooling
scan of pure PCSM are 61.76 °C, 46.85 °C, and 38.88 °C,
respectively. The latent heat of melting (DHm) and crystalliza-
tion (DHc) are 254.07 J g

−1 and 235 J g−1, respectively, indicating
that pure PCSM is an excellent phase change nanomaterial with
outstanding phase change reversible properties in the temper-
ature range of −70 °C to 110.47 °C. The composite PCSM and
PCSM revealed almost similar thermal properties when heat
was charged and discharged during the phase transition
process, as shown in the DSC curve in Fig. 4b. It was found that
Table 1 Thermal properties of PCSM and CPCSM according to the DSC

Sample, subscript
scan number

Melting latent heat (DHm) and temperatures (°
C)

Tom Tpm Tfm DHm

PCSM1 88.67 114.0 116.27 254.07
PCSM2 88.80 110.47 119.75 252.07
PCSM50 88.79 98.98 105.4 234.07
PCSM100 88.12 98.67 105.02 233.85
PCSM500 79.57 98.09 104.43 232.36
CPCSM1 68.80 110.47 119.75 233.95
CPCSM2 68.67 104.95 116.27 233.65
CPCSM50 68.56 98.32 104.3 230.65
CPCSM100 68.43 98.09 103.88 229.64
CPCSM500 68.13 89.87 103.58 229.62

a Tom: onset melting temperature, Tpm: melting peak temperature, Tfm:
solidication peak temperature, and Tfs: nal solidication temperature o

27628 | RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 27624–27633
the melting and solidifying temperature peaks of CPCSMs and
DSC thermal properties of PCSM are consistent with the
previous results.31 However, composite PCSMs revealed broader
and shorter endothermic and exothermic bands compared to
PCSM. In addition, the peaks slightly shied to the le for
PCSM and its thermal temperatures were slightly reduced,
which is attributed to the addition of silver, mechanically
reinforcing and thermally stabilizing the synthesized mate-
rials.32 Fig. 4c shows the thermal phase reversibility properties
of PCSM in aqueous solution. It was found that aer heating at
60 °C, the PCSM aqueous solution exhibited a cloudy or opaque
appearance, indicating that PCSM has phase transition
behavior and thermal stimuli behavior to different environ-
ments (temperature, pH, and light).33 The phase change
reversibility of PCSM occurred due to the hydrogen bond
dissociation and reconstruction between adenine–adenine
interactions.27 During heating, the disintegration of the
numerous hydrogen bonds and the dissociation of the
hydrogen bond interaction between the carbonyl groups and
adenine moieties are responsible for the physical state change
heat flow curvesa

Solidication latent heat (DHs) and
temperatures (°C) Supercooling

Tos Tps Tfs DHs DT

61.76 46.85 38.88 −235.60 68.67
61.76 46.65 38.58 −175.60 63.62
55.85 46.85 38.97 −229.25 52.13
55.68 46.23 38.45 −224.56 51.32
55.24 46.15 38.21 −224.38 51.18
60.37 45.82 37.50 −189.68 87.80
58.37 45.2 38.50 −169.68 52.28
54.12 45.21 38.44 −126.78 50.11
53.78 45.34 38.12 −125.98 49.33
53.68 45.25 38.10 −125.90 49.23

nal melting temperature, Tos: onset solidication temperature, Tps:
f DSC curve.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 4 DSC first heating (a) and first cooling curves (b) for PCSM and CPCSMs. (c) Thermal phase reversibility properties of PCSM in aqueous
solution. (d) Supercoiling degree of samples at different DSC scan numbers.
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of the solid into a liquid.34 During the recrystallization process,
solidied PCSMs and CPCSMs were formed as a result of
hydrogen bond formation and cross-linking or/and non-
covalent bond formation.35

Supercooling is one of the limitations of PCMs, which
should be minimized for the practical application of the
synthesized CPCSM. The degree of supercooling of PCSM and
CPCSM is shown in Fig. 4d. The supercoiling degree of the
composite PCSM was lower than PCSM during the melting/
solidication process. Blending of the ller with the supramo-
lecular polymer PCM resulted in a reduction in supercooling
and facilitated the heat absorption and release process.

Thermal reliability refers to the latent heat storage perfor-
mance of phase change materials aer multiple melting and
cooling processes. It is critical for the synthesized composite
phase change self-assembled micelles to have excellent thermal
reliability. Thus, to conrm the thermal reliability of the
samples, it was important to test them by 500 DSC melting/
solidication scans, as shown in Fig. 5a and b. The thermal
properties are also shown in Table 1. With an increase in the
number of melting-solidication scans by hundreds for PCSM
and CPCSM, the phase transition temperatures of the two
samples did not signicantly differ. Also, their latent heat ow
such as melting (DHm) and solidication (DHs) did not signi-
cantly change and the thermal reliability results are similar to
the previously reported results,36 indicating that the synthesized
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
samples exhibited an excellent heat charging and discharging
performance. This is attributed to the excellent physical
hydrogen bond dissociation and reconstruction between the
adenine moieties in the equilibrium process.37 Overall, thermal
cycling tests are cost effective and save time because they
provide evidence for the thermal consistency and reliability of
the samples over the long run, even before their use in a specic
application.

Thermal stability is a critical information parameter, which
is used to specify the thermal resistance of materials to thermal
degradation in the application temperature range. Fig. 5c and
d display the TGA curve of PCSM and CPCSM with an increase
in temperature from 0 °C to 900 °C under a nitrogen atmo-
sphere and the degradation temperatures are shown in Table 2.
Single step degradations were observed for the all samples,
where the weight loss is mainly due to the decomposition, and
then volatilization of the organic matter. The initial weight loss
temperature (Tin), weight loss bent temperature (Tbn),
maximum weight loss temperature (Tmax), and 96.69% weight
loss temperature (T96.69) of the composite PCSM were 216.49 °C,
245.33 °C, 349.73 °C and 400 °C, respectively. These degrada-
tion temperatures of the composite PCSM were higher than that
of PCSM and almost the same as that in previous works.38 In
addition, the TGA curve slightly shied to the right as the
temperature increased as result of the incorporation of silver
metal in the PCSM, which improved the thermal stability of the
RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 27624–27633 | 27629



Fig. 5 500 DSC melting/solidification cycles of PCSM (a) and CPCSMs (b). (c) TGA curves of PCSM and CPCSMs and (d) enlarged view of TGA
curves in (c).

Table 2 TGA thermal properties of PCSM and CPCSM

Samples Tini (°C) Tbn (°C) Tmax (°C) T−96.69% (°C)

PCSM 206.18 241.35 344.74 399.50
CPCSM 216.49 245.33 349.73 400.00

RSC Advances Paper
phase change material by protecting the surface of the polymer
and delayed its decomposition due to additional protection.39

The CPCSM composite exhibited good thermal stability
below an application temperature of 250 °C. Moreover, only
4.41 wt% unknown residue was le in PCSM and the residual
mass of CPCSM was 14.64 wt%, suggesting loading led to an
increase in the thermal stability of the composite due to the
higher thermal stability of the llers in the composite.40

The reversible hydrogen bond dissociation and reconstruc-
tion during melting and solidication, indicating a physical
liquid–solid phase transition, for CPCSM was studied by a TD-
FTIR experiment to support the DSC results, as shown in
Fig. 6. The peak in the FTIR spectrum of CPCSM changed
depending on the heating and cooling temperature. For
instance, a new broad peak was observed at 3490 cm−1, indi-
cating the presence of ‘free’ amine functional groups. During
melting at a temperature of 98.5 °C, 105.25 °C and 110 °C, the
hydrogen bonding disappeared and new peaks together with
27630 | RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 27624–27633
band broadening were observed. These new broad peaks are
attributed to the dissociation of the hydrogen bond of the
adenine dimers.

At room temperature or aer the solidication temperature,
the free amine peak disappeared in the spectra. At the
Fig. 6 TD-FTIR spectra of CPCSM at various temperatures.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Table 3 Comparison of the latent heat of melting of PCM between this study and previous studies

Composite phase change materials DHm (J g−1) Ref

Nanobrillated cellulose/polydopamine hybrid aerogels 250.4 23
Octadecane and gallium with expanded graphite as a carrier 215.00 22
LDPE/hexadecane/SEBS composite PCMs with the addition of copper oxide 169.74 13
Ionic cross-linked polyvinyl alcohol tunes vitrication and cold-crystallization of sugar alcohol 232.8 30
Paraffin wax phase change materials 150–200 24
Salt hydrate phase change materials 150–250 28
Crosslinked polyurethane/lauric acid composites 118.3 37
Healable supramolecular micelle/nano-encapsulated metal phase change composite material for thermal energy
storage

254.07 This work

Paper RSC Advances
solidication temperature, the same spectra were obtained as
the scan at room temperature due to the reconstruction of the
hydrogen bond network or disappearance of the amine func-
tional groups. At the solidication temperature, the self-
assembled PCM should present a supramolecular formation
in the form of a spherical structure due to the dimerization of
the adenine moieties via hydrogen bond interactions, p–p

stacking between dimers and formation of hydrogen bonds
between the ester carbonyl oxygen and adenine moieties. The
TD-FTIR results show that the dissociation and reconstruction
of the hydrogen bonds between the adenine–adenine moieties
and adenine-carbonyl oxygen (NH/O]C) interactions in
CPCSM played a great role in the phase change enthalpy (DH),
phase change temperature and thermal energy storage capacity.
The peaks observed at 3284 cm−1, 1715 cm−1, 1668 cm−1 and
1598 cm−1 are correspond to hydrogen bonded amine (NH)
groups, C]O, C–N and C]N stretching vibrations of the
adenine fragments, respectively. Obviously, these vibrations are
features of the crystallized adenine units in CPCSM. The Ag
nanoparticles did not inuence the reversible process of
hydrogen bonds during the phase change and improved the
structural and thermal stability of the CPCSM material. In
addition, the large interfacial contact area and strong interface
between nanoparticles and the PCSM may help to enhance the
phase transition behavior of CPCSM. The homogeneously
dispersed composite with outstanding thermal phase revers-
ibility properties and the hydrogen bonding interactions
between the adenine chains collectively contributed to the
phase transition behavior. Thus, the temperature-dependent
phase transition behavior of CPCSM make it highly promising
for potential applications in latent heat energy utilization
devices.

The metallic ller improved the heat capacity and thermal
conductivity of PCSM. The heat capacity is one of the key
parameters used to describe the thermal energy storage during
a sensible heat process.41 The heat capacity of PCSM and
CPCSMwas determine based on their DSC heat-ow curves. The
heat capacity of PCSM and CPCSM was 1.02 J g−1 °C and 2.31 J
g−1 °C, respectively. The thermal conductivity of PCSM and
CPCSM was 0.19 W m K−1 and 0.36 W m K−1, respectively,
which is consistent with the results in previous studies.42 These
results show that the heat capacity and thermal conductivity of
the samples increased with the addition of silver metal as the
ller because the heat transfer by Ag is higher than that by
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
PCSM. In addition, the thermal conductivity of silver is much
larger, which has a signicant inuence on the heat capacity
and thermal conductivity of the composites. Given that silver
was embedded and encapsulated in the self-assembled spher-
ical nanomaterial, it enhanced the thermal conductivity and
energy storage density of PCSM. Nickel could improve the
thermal conductivity and heat capacity/density in previous
studies on organic PCMs.43 The present thermal properties of
the prepared phase change material composite PCSM are
comparable with that in previous reports, as shown in Table 3.
Ag NPs increased the thermal energy transfer property and
enhanced the heat capacity absorption of the composite PCSMs
simultaneously.44 Therefore, in the prepared CPCSMs, the
assembled Ag/APPG composites have potential for use in
effective heat energy storage devices and thermal management
applications.
4. Conclusion

The fabrication of supramolecular phase change materials with
superior thermal properties and high latent heat is critical for
the utilization of thermal energy storage. In this study, we
designed a simple method to synthesize new supramolecular
self-assemble micelles/Ag phase change composites. TEM, SEM,
OM, DSC, DLS and TGA were employed to study the composi-
tional, morphological and thermal energy storage properties of
PCSM and CPCSMs. The melting temperature, enthalpy of
melting, phase transition behavior, crystallization temperature,
enthalpy of crystallization, thermal reliability and thermal
stability were also measured to evaluate the phase change
properties and latent heat storage properties of the samples.
The heat charge/discharge during the heating and cooling
process were attributed to the formation and dissociation of
a hydrogen bond network in the adenine dimerized micelles
due to the phase change enthalpy of PCSM upon changing from
a solid to liquid, respectively. The thermal properties of
CPCSMs improved as result of the incorporation of Ag NPs in
PCSM, suggesting their promising characteristics for latent heat
energy utilization applications.
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